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Hardware Requirements 

Speak Agent runs on devices with a screen size of 7" & up or as a native iOS 10+ app for 
iPhones, iPads and Android 5.0+ phones or tablets. It supports both hardware keyboards 
and touch-screen devices. Headphones or earbuds are useful, but not required. A built-in or 
external microphone is required for the speaking component, but not for the listening, 
reading, writing, or visual components. 

Software Requirements 
The web version runs in the following web browsers without any plug-ins or extensions: 

‣ Chrome (for best experience) 
‣ Edge (v14 or higher) 
‣ Firefox 
‣ Safari 

Application Requirements 
‣ The web version runs at https://teach.speakagent.com. Users may access it with a 

direct login or with Clever District SSO. (See next page.) 
‣ JavaScript must be enabled in the user's web browser. 

Network Connectivity and Filtering 
‣ Speak Agent requires internet connectivity. All digital activities work well in low-

bandwidth environments and can be used concurrently by an entire classroom.  
‣ If you use domain filtering, please allow the domains *.speakagent.com and 

lexemes*.herokuapp.com. If either domain is blocked, the app will not function. 
‣ To use our video content (optional — and mainly for Science & Early Grades), you 

must either (a) allow YouTube or (b) allow a list of video URLs that we submit to you. 
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SSO 
Speak Agent supports District SSO (Single Sign-On) through both Clever Instant Login and 
ClassLink. You may invite us to connect on Clever to see if your Clever sync matches our 
required fields. If there is not a match with the data you currently provide, we may be able 
to offer alternative user identifiers. 

Rosters 
‣ Speak Agent supports the OneRoster v1.1 data sharing standard.  
‣ User account setup, configuration, and course enrollment is handled by Speak Agent. 
‣ For multi-campus orders, we provide a way to securely share rostering data with us 

by sFTP or ClassLink RosterServer on a daily or weekly frequency, as you choose. 
‣ Speak Agent supports automated updates to rosters if you share data that conforms 

to the OneRoster data standard. 

Assignments 
‣ With purchase of a Teacher Support Bundle, Speak Agent offers three options for 

managing assignments: (1) automated, (2) teacher-managed, and (3) hybrid. 
‣ In the automated model, digital lessons are automatically assigned to students 

enrolled in a course based on your course pacing guide using an agreed-upon 
release schedule. 

‣ In the teacher-managed model, all assignments are made by teachers for individual 
class sections or students. 

‣ In the hybrid model, we provide automated assignments, but allow teachers to add, 
remove, or archive them to customize learning paths and differentiate instruction. 

Privacy Policy and FERPA 
Please refer to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Service.  
Speak Agent, Inc. is a signatory to the Student Privacy Pledge 2020. 
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